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What's black and white and red all over? The Deadpool Coloring Book when you've fi nished with it!

Say goodbye to your scarlet pens and crimson pencils as you bring to life page after page of pinups

featuring the claret-clad clown who's one-in-a-vermilion! Or if you're feeling anarchic, why not

conduct your own Crayon X experiment and take an all-hue, all-different approach? Whether you're

embellishing a Jade Wilson or a Merc With the Mauve, you have the power to usher Deadpool into a

bold new fuchsia. With 60 pages of line art by some of the finest illustrators ever to regenerate your

favorite degenerate, hours of fun await. Grab yourself a chimichanga in one hand, a coloring

implement in the other, and go wild!
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Received it today! It has some awesome pics of Deadpool and well known Deadpool "friends". Just

as an FYI, there is a Parental Advisory (Not for Kids) marker on the front page that does not show

up on the picture posted. This is due to some violent images (guts, blood, etc.) and some scantily

clad women in DP's life. I will try to post some pics later. Can't wait to get started!

Bought for 34y old hubs. He loves Deadpool. This was right up his alley.The pages are one sided

making use of markers and other more liquid colorations possible. I recommend removing the page

before coloring or using a substantial buffer page behind your project to protect the next page.The

paper is good too! Quality, thick and good texture. Pencils are wonderful, but pens don't seem to

exsanguinate into the fibers of the page.I would recommend this coloring book by Ed McGuinness



and future iterations, based on these observations and my husband's experience.It's excellent!

This is one of my fav coloring books!! So much fun!!! The paper is kinda thin but since it's single

page design, I'm able to use coloring pencil, pastel pencils, and even markers!!! I will recommend all

Marvel fans to get it!!!

Amazing! It's a good size book with covers from New Mutants 98, old school Pool, New Pool, the

Daniel Way years, and Deadpool vs; Thanos, carnage, zombies, Cable, Spider-Man and more.It is

an adult coloring book so, there are some small areas and graph scenes. Extremely pleased!

We love it, should have purchased more than one to avoid agreeing over who gets to color

what!The quality is wonderful, it's really quite surprising after some recent duds with the "adult"

coloring books.Nice and violent. Just the way we like our Deadpool ;)

This coloring book is great. It has several iconic Deadpool moments ranging from his first

appearance all the way to recent events. There's obviously many missing, too, but it's a great

selection of fun, engaging moments to color in. The pages are all high quality and easy to color in. It

boasts a parental warning on the front cover, but nothing is too over the top as long as you know

what to expect from Deadpool. Mostly some gore, but there are a few risque pages of Shiklah and

still nothing super bad.This is a great coloring book for any Deadpool fan, for sure. It's quite a lot of

fun and has many pages full of action.All of the pages are easily removable if you're in to that sort of

thing. The paper is plenty thick. I use colored pencils, personally, so I don't have any issues with

colors bleeding through. If you were using markers, though, you would probably want to remove the

pages prior to coloring for fear of it bleeding through, but I feel this is pretty common and not

something to be held against the book.All in all, I give this one a high recommendation.

By far the best adult coloring book that I have seen to date. The pages are perforated near the spine

so they can be removed from the book to make them easier to work on. The artwork is fantastic and

fun. Love it!

Got this as a B-Day present and I adore it. I will say there's some pages that are going to take a lot

of patience to finish. Most notably the wedding scene. Holy Chimichanga is that picture going to

take patience! Patience, a sharp pencil, and a steady hand. But all the pictures are good quality and



even those with smaller details in need of coloring look great so no worries.
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